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SUNDAY SERVICES  

 

11.00 am    SUNG EUCHARIST and Children’s Church   

                   Holy Baptism by arrangement  

 

WEEKDAY SERVICES  
 

 

See the schedule on the next page for details of  

all services during July and August 

 
SACRAMENT OF PENANCE AND RECONCILIATION  
 

The Clergy are available by appointment to hear confessions or to talk about any 

matter in confidence. The Sacrament of Reconciliation is always available in 
preparation for Christmas and Easter and at other advertised times.  

 

HOME VISITS to the sick and housebound and those in hospital 

 
If you, or someone you know, are unable to get to church and would like to 

receive Holy Communion at home, the Eucharistic Ministers are happy to 

undertake this - please call 928 3342/07976 901389 to arrange this, or to arrange 
a visit to someone in hospital or at home.  

 

IN A PASTORAL EMERGENCY  
 

Please telephone as for home visits or a member of the ministry team. 
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Schedule of Services at  
St Faith’s: Summer 2014 
 
The full list of services between 1st July  

and 1st September , 2014 

 
SUNDAY 
Parish Eucharist at 11.00am 
 
WEEKDAY SERVICES 
Tuesdays 1, 8, 15 July and 11, 18, 25 August:  

6.00pm Evening Prayer 
6.30pm Eucharist 
No Tuesday Eucharist 22, 29 July, 4 August 
 
Tuesdays 8 and 15 July at 7pm:  
Talk and Discussion:  
‘Windows into Heaven’ –  
Reflections on the Saints in our Windows 
 
Saturdays: Recital Series continues until 9 August: 
5, 12, 19 and 26 July and 2, 9 August:  

10.30am: Eucharist  

 
 



  
  
  
  

  

FFrroomm  tthhee  MMiinniissttrryy  TTeeaamm                      JJuullyy  22001144  

 

Dear Friends, 

 

Phrases, images, pictures, icons, symbols, prayer, Eucharist; these are just some of the 

‘things’ which we associate with God and use or undertake when asking for, and 

focussing on, God’s presence. In fact, the list is long and in this modern age of 

technology we can simply click a button and there before us, an image, a word, a 

prayer, even a sermon, can be found in an instant.  For me, when life can be busy, or 
perhaps stressful or difficult, there is one phrase which often comes to my thoughts, 

not via the TV or computer, but mentioned by Christians time and time again, and that 

is… “Be still, and know that I am God.”   
 

There are many times in our lives when we try to feel God close to us. Most times, 
through imagery and words, when attending a service perhaps we can be very aware 

of God’s presence, but sometimes we may find it difficult to open up and ‘let God in’.  

Even prayer can sometimes be said in parrot-fashion style, that is, words are said 

regimentally and may be lacking in true emotion.  It is usually a fault of our own when 

we are rushing and try to demand God’s presence when we are ready, giving God an 

allotted time-schedule in our busy lives. In a way, we become so busy that we actually 

close our hearts and minds to God, and can block his words, his presence out.  Isn’t it 

good to know that even though we may do rush about and often fail in our attempts to 

openly call on God and spend quality time with God, He still loves us; always hearing 

our prayers and being with us whenever we ask, even though we might not obviously 

feel his presence, He is still there. 
 

I work at a local hospital and, with a couple of colleagues, run a small prayer group 

three times a month, for 20 minutes.  We meet, together with other members of staff, 

in the Quiet Room and pray for our patients and staff, as well as other events which 

might be happening at the time, our concerns, and we give thanks for all good things.  
The group usually consists of between 3 and 8 people, but sometimes we may find 

that, due to busy workload, there may only be one or two of us who gather in the 

Quiet Room.  At the last prayer group I was actually the only person there and I did 

toy with the idea of going back to my office as I had loads to do, but then decided that 

I would stay and just relax for a little while. Which I did! As I quietly sat there, 

closing my eyes and putting my head back, I could hear the noises of the hospital as 

though they were sounds in a distance, not as they really were, that is, outside the 

door! I could hear people rushing about, telephones ringing, doors opening and 

closing, laughter, cries of newborn babies: life going on all around me as I sat quietly 
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and felt contented and loved and part of a great universe in which God surrounds with 

his never-ending love.  I opened my eyes and looked down at the Bible I had left open 

on my lap and my eyes fell upon these words... 
 

“Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice! Let your gentleness be 

evident to all.  The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, 

by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace 

of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your mind in 

Christ Jesus…  Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is 

pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable – if anything is excellent or 

praiseworthy – think about such things. Whatever you have learned or received or 

heard from me, or seen in me – put into practice. And the God of peace will be with 

you.”  (Philippians 4:4-9) 

 
With my love and prayers, 

 

Jackie 

  
DDiiaarryy  ooff  aa  PPoossttuullaanntt  RReeaaddeerr  
 

Our esteemed churchwarden, Brenda Cottarel, sends us the first instalment of her 
journey towards becoming a Reader in the church. We wish her every success and 
blessing, and look forward to hearing from her in the future. 
 

I heard a calling three years ago, a calling to Reader Ministry. I made enquiries and 

learned I was too late to apply. There is only one intake of students each year and the 

process starts in January or February. I would have to wait for the next year; 

disappointed but not deterred, I prayed and I waited. 
 

The selection process starts with an application from a candidate with references 

which have to be sent to St James’ House by the end of March. I was ready the 

following year but circumstances beyond my control made it impossible. Was God 

trying to tell me something? 

 

My faith is stronger now than it has ever been and I know deep down I am called to 

Reader Ministry. I asked several people for advice and with encouragement and lots of 

support and prayers and a kick up the derriere, I filled in the forms, got a copy of my 

baptism certificate, from the records office in Central Library, (had to blow a lot of 

dust off them!) and with awful mug shots, I delivered the package to St James’ House. 

 
I could not find trace of my confirmation certificate but had to provide evidence of 

confirmation. The only solution was retake my vows, which I did on 20th May at 

Liverpool Cathedral. 
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I received a letter from the selection panel, shortly afterwards, inviting me to a 

selection day on Saturday 24th May. At 8.30am that Saturday I approached the 

Cathedral with some trepidation and anxiety. I was greeted with smiles, warmth and a 
nice cup of coffee and biccies. Feeling much more at ease I was taken to another room 

to talk with two longstanding and very experienced Readers. The time passed quickly 

and I was surprised to hear them say they didn’t have any more questions for me. I 

was taken back to reception and told I would be contacted by letter with the panel’s 

recommendation and the Bishop’s approval (or not) within 3 weeks. 

 

On Friday 30th May that letter came. I had been accepted. WOW! Thank you for the 

help and support and even the kick in the pants.   

 

Brenda 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
  
  

TThhuummbbss  UUpp  ffoorr  CCaatthheeddrraallss  
 
Two stories featuring cathedrals caught my eye recently, and made me think about 

their significance in today’s world. 

 

The first will have escaped nobody’s attention. The inspiring story of 19-year-old 

cancer victim Stephen Sutton, his indomitable spirit and the £4 million raised by well-

wishers for the Teenage Cancer Trust received nationwide news coverage. After his 

death, a two-day vigil was held in Lichfield Cathedral, and the 24-hour BBC news 

channel gave it extensive coverage. 

 

Several things struck me. The cathedral had made imaginative use of colour, ritual, 

sound and light, and people flocked in their thousands to pause before his coffin, light 
a candle and give him the thumbs up salute that had become his online trademark, as 

the great building stayed open until midnight and then opened again the following 

morning, the day of the actual funeral. His trademark yellow was everywhere in 

evidence, as sadness was mixed with rejoicing and thanksgiving for a life well lived. 

But it was noticeable that, as far as I could tell, there was little or no specifically 

religious content to the service. The words of the Dean of Lichfield, resplendent in 

Christian vestments, and the words of the various tributes that followed, did not as far 

as I could tell feature prayer or scripture reading. Indeed the Dean specifically rejected 

using conventional hymns, instead encouraging those present to sing ‘One more step 

along the road I go.’ In short, the vigil, for all its fine style and powerful presentation, 

could have been delivered in a town hall or even a football stadium. 

 
The second, even more magnificent cathedral was that at York, whose daily life was 

presented in an excellent short BBC TV series, ‘The Minster’, recently. Naturally 

enough, the series reflected a strong and effective Christian ministry. While understan 
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-dably finding human interest stories to hang the series on (vergers swinging on bell-

ropes or hoisted on high to deck out crosses and wreaths) there was no attempt to play 

down the image of a vibrant community proclaiming the gospel throughout the 
Church’s year.   

 

Perhaps significantly, though, it was the spectacular special events that seemed to 

draw the crowds. In particular, on one occasion huge canvasses were placed in the 

centre of the nave for graffiti artists (respectable ones, of course) to create giant 

murals of every sort, using cans of pressurised spray paint (as used less legitimately 

by spray-and-run vandals everywhere else). The subjects were striking – and again as 

far as I could tell, entirely secular, and they brought in many, both to perform and to 

watch. A case of ‘let us spray’ rather than’ let us pray’(!) 

 

A slightly tenuous connection, possibly, but food for thought about the role of 
cathedrals in what is increasingly called a post-Christian society. Church attendances 

are, by and large, still on the way down, and the momentum of church closures, 

amalgamations and defensive regroupings is still gaining pace. Young people rarely 

seem to see the relevance of their local church, especially not in terms of regularly 

worshipping there. Where once young children attended Sunday Schools in their 

millions  week on week and were at least broadly familiar with churches and what 

went on there, this is certainly rarely the case today. 

 

And yet cathedrals seem to be flourishing, at least in terms of visitor numbers. At the 

Minster, there were crowds for candlelit vigils and big choral events – but the problem 

was said to be attracting local people on a regular basis. This may well reflect an age 

which, though distant from the church in many ways, still feasts on pomp and 
circumstance, whether it be coronations, changing of the guard or colourful Olympic 

opening ceremonies. Shy of commitment, they nevertheless recognise what Philip 

Larkin called ‘a hunger in themselves/To be more serious’. And if the church responds 

appropriately, even though the purists accuse it of selling out to sensation, then it is 

surely doing the right thing. 

 

It is our happy heritage to have the care and use of so many magnificent cathedrals, 

available not only as focuses of worship but also as theatres, auditoriums and even 

stadiums. And, despite the worst ravages of Puritans old and new, they retain 

splendour, a flavour of the transcendental, a focus of awe and wonder for the 

unchurched generations to discover anew and perhaps to be drawn in to what they are 
really there to proclaim. 

 

What, then, of St Faith’s?  Still a centre of prayer and worship for the faithful core, 

thank God, but with more to offer. Our building has its abiding and powerful 

presence, once you get inside. Our distinctive and rich ritual speaks of a continuing 

tradition and of worshipping the Lord in the beauty of holiness. And when visitors 

come in – especially, of course, in recent years, when the beauty of St Faith’s is so 

splendidly  enhanced at the  Christmas  Tree Festival,   their  reactions  and  comments  
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speak of delight and even awe, as well as of the warmth of the welcome they receive. 

It is at times like that, as well as for concerts and school services, that we can offer 

something of the Cathedral experience. This is something upon which to build: to 
offer that unique selling point in a hectic, stressful and sometimes colourless world. 

I’m not sure whether we are ready for a graffiti festival, but who knows where the 

wind of the Spirit is blowing...? 

 

Chris Price  

 
Postscript: Church Going 
 
My quotation comes from Philip Larkin’s splendid poem, ironically entitled ‘Church 

Going’, in which the poet assumes that active churches will inevitably disappear, but 

that what they stand for will continue. We can challenge his gloomy assumptions, but 

recognise in these lines an abiding truth. 

 

A serious house on serious earth it is, 

In whose blent air all our compulsions meet, 

Are recognized, and robed as destinies. 

And that much never can be obsolete, 

Since someone will forever be surprising 

A hunger in himself to be more serious, 
And gravitating with it to this ground, 

Which, he once heard, was proper to grow wise in, 
If only that so many dead lie round. 

  
Fred Mackert, R.I.P. 
 

At twelve noon on Friday 6 June the family of St Faith’s shared in a celebration of the 

eucharist to give thanks for our dear friend and brother in Christ, Fred, and to entrust 

and commend him to the fellowship of the saints in heaven and to the infinite love and 

mercy of Almighty God, our maker and redeemer. 

 

It was drawn to the attention of those present that Fred would, no doubt, have been 

delighted with the coincidence of his funeral requiem occurring on the same day as the 
Seventieth Anniversary of the D-Day landings. In his early days, Fred had spent some 

years in the American Navy and had served as a radioman in the North Atlantic on 

submarine hunting vessels. Transferred to the Pacific after D-Day, he had served on a 

carrier during the liberation of the Philippines and other islands. For the former he was 

awarded the Philippine Liberation Medal which was seen by many of us each year on 

Remembrance Sunday, when Fred was in church for the 11.00 am mass. 
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Fred had wonderful tales to tell about his time in the Navy. In the memoir of her 

husband’s life story Liz observed. “Although promotions were not slow to arrive, they 

departed with even greater alacrity through one escapade or another. On one occasion 
he and his mate were assigned to shore patrol duty rather than free to enjoy the 

delights of Miami. Undaunted, they hid identifying uniform, pistols and ammunition 

under a garden bush and spent the evening enjoying the city’s nightlife. Alas, they 

never found the bush!” 

 

Following his naval career, Fred’s successful life as a businessman with Imperial 

Metal and Chemical Co. in Philadelphia and then with BICC in Britain ensured a 

considerable amount of global travelling and a wealth of encounters and experiences 

which were to provide him with a plethora of stories which he animatedly regaled to 

us with great detail and delight, both in conversations in church and many a social 

occasion in the parish hall. 
 

It was with increasing sadness that over the last eighteen months we have had to 

observe the severe deterioration in Fred’s health. Unable to be with us on a Sunday 

Fred was always deeply appreciative of home visits made by clergy and friends and 

despite his considerable suffering and debilitating condition, he never lost his 

wonderful sense of humour and gregarious spirit. 

 

Throughout the period of Fred’s declining health, Liz, his much loved wife of over 

sixty years, was able to provide constant care and attention in what has, no doubt, 

been a time of enormous challenge and deep sadness. 

 

We thank God for Fred’s life and for all the joy and laughter he brought to us.  We 
thank God for the love and friendship he gave us and for the happy memories of him, 

which we shall treasure. We pray that Liz may know God’s strength and comfort in 

the days ahead and that our dear friend Fred may rest in God’s peace and be raised in 

his glory. 

 

Fr Dennis 
 

Lift-off for Emily  

 

Emily will be flying on the 22nd June from Manchester (6pm) to Blantyre in Malawi 

via Frankfurt and Addis Abbaba. She will arrive at around midday on the 23rd. 

  

The Project Co-ordinator will meet her at the airport to transfer her to the project by 

road; this journey will include stopping at a town called Zomba, where she can 

purchase her water supply, SIM card for her phone and change her English money, 

also any food etc she wants above and beyond what she will get at the project. She has 

had her appropriate jabs and has her supply of Malaria tablets. 
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We have a case full of items she will be taking: children’s and baby clothes, baby 

wipes, booties, blankets, pencils, chalks, books, paper etc. She will return on 6th July.  

 
It just remains for me to say how grateful and appreciative we are for all the support 

we have had for this project. The family of St Faith’s have been brilliant in enabling 

this to happen. This I feel will be a wonderful experience for Emily, I am sure it will 

also be an emotional one. 

  

Like you, I look forward to seeing pictures and hearing all about it on her return. 

  

Much love and thanks 

  

Jude  

 

What the Papers said in 1886 
 
 

EXTRAORDINARY SCENE AT A WEDDING,- Yesterday morning, at the 

Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, Duke-street, Southport, the minister of which is the Rev. 

T. Allan, a young man named Charles Connaughty, and a young woman named Jane 

Blundell presented themselves about nine o'clock to be married.  They were 

accompanied by the best man and bridesmaid, as well as other friends.  The ceremony 

was got half way through when a loud noise was heard, and the bridegroom's mother 

was seen hurrying down the aisle.  She walked direct to the bridesmaid, and lifting her 

hand struck her a severe blow in the face, almost knocking her over the communion 

rails.  The mother then commenced swearing, the language used being of the lowest 

and most blasphemous character.  The apparitor, with assistance, got the woman out 
of the chapel, but not before she had taken off her boot and threatened to “batter her 

face in.”  After the mother was got out, the doors were fastened and the ceremony 

concluded.  The party then escaped by a side door. 

 

The Liverpool Mercury, Saturday, February 6, 1886;  thanks to John Woodley 

 

 

 

Deanery Confirmation Service 
 

Sue writes: 

 
 
 

 

 

On 20th May 2014, Liverpool Cathedral hosted the Bootle Deanery Confirmation 

Service.  Mark Farrell, who is one of our dedicated team of altar servers, was being 

confirmed, and Brenda Cottarel was renewing her confirmation promises. Brenda has 
been accepted for Reader training, but strenuous efforts have not produced any proof  
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of her original confirmation – whilst this service then was a kind of legal preliminary 

for her, she did say it meant a great deal to her to reflect on those promises again at 

this time in her life – just as those of us who are married can renew our wedding vows 
at any time, and we all periodically renew our baptismal vows in church. 

 

The presiding Bishop was one of the Diocese’s Assistant Bishops, Bishop John 

Hayden, who spoke interestingly of setting up a new Diocese in a remote area of 

Africa with no tarmac roads and about 150 miles between churches, and of using early 

GPS technology to plot the position of each church he visited – simply so he could 

find it again!  He also had his picture taken with each church’s candidates, because he 

makes it his habit to pray for 365 days for each candidate that he confirms, and wants 

to be able to put a face to the name – a hugely generous commitment. 

 

It was a lovely occasion with the candidates supported with friends and family 
members.  Brenda and Mark were presented with their Confirmation Certificates and a 

Bible (for Mark) and devotional book (for Brenda) during the Eucharist on Sunday 

25th May. 

 

(See the photo on our centre pages spread. Ed.)  
 

 

‘The Fast that I Choose’ 
We reproduce the text of the address given at St Faith’s by Mirfield student Ben 
Kerridge. He is to be ordained at St Paul’s Cathedral on June 28th, and will serve as 
curate at Hornsey Parish Church in North London. 
 

“Is not this the fast that I choose: to loose the bonds of injustice, to undo the thongs of 

the yoke, to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke? Is it not to share your 

bread with the hungry, and bring the homeless poor into your house; when you see the 

naked, to cover them, and not to hide yourself from your own kin?” 

At the time of the English Reformation fasting was a highly political issue. On the one 

hand there were the early Protestants who decided not to fast during Lent. Since birth 

the cycle of feast and fast would have been part of their rhythm of life. To suddenly 

get up one Lenten morning and have a sausage – something that you had been taught 

was wrong since you were a child – must have been a fairly radical act.  It was a 
private act of defiance against the religion you had grown up with. And since you 

would have been taught that fasting would get you time off purgatory, to break the fast 

you would have to be pretty convinced that purgatory didn’t exist. If you got your 

theology wrong, breaking the fast would have had severe consequences in the 

afterlife.   

 

Some brave people broke the Lenten fast even before Henry VIII repealed the laws 

which made fasting a legal requirement in 1538 on the grounds that there was a 

shortage of fish.  Ironically enough,  eating fish  on a Friday  was brought  back by the  
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Protestant government of James I in order to protect the fish trade. Fasting had a big 

effect on the economy. Catholic butchers in Germany complained that their protestant 

competitors had a big advantage. John Tyle, a baker of Windsor, complained that fast 
breaking had caused a revolution in the price of eggs. Fast-breaking may have started 

with a few brave individuals as an act of conscience, but under the pressure of the 

government a trickle became a deluge. 
 

On the other hand, many people who otherwise conformed to the changes in the 

national church, quietly kept on fasting. In some areas of England large numbers of 

people fasted well into the 17th century, 150 years after Henry VII’s dispensation. It 

was the last vestige of popular Catholicism that remained, long after everything else 

had faded away. Again, there is something brave and reassuring about individuals 

quietly getting on with their private devotions, regardless of what the government or 

the church tells them to do.  
 

So why, you might ask, am I bringing up this old debate about whether or not we 

should fast? It is because fasting is on the one hand an important biblical practice, but 

on the other hand it can be fairly ambiguous in the way it is practised. It brings out the 

best and the worst in people, and that is why it will continue to be debated. 

 

One danger of fasting is that it simply becomes an excuse to lose a bit of weight, or 
live a bit more healthily. I myself am prone to this. I must confess that as I saw my 

expanding waist line over Christmas, I thought to myself, “Oh well, it will be Lent 

soon – I’ll lose it all then.” Fasting can so easily become about me, and not about God 

and not about other people. 

 

Secondly there can be a fairly unattractive one-upmanship that goes on, as to who can 

practice the most extreme and pious fast. Every year at the College of the 

Resurrection, where I am training for the priesthood, as Lent begins there is a an 

annual carnival of rather smug renunciation – “Oh no I couldn’t possibly have any 

chocolate cake with my coffee,” , “I’m afraid I won’t have a gin and tonic, it’s Lent 

you know, but don’t let me stop you.” One year three of us trumped everybody else by 

going vegan. There’s nothing like a group of pious young ordinands for turning any 
religious practice into a competition. The Bible is pretty clear in its denunciations of 

such public displays of piety. Jesus tells us: 

 

“And whenever you fast, do not look dismal, like the hypocrites, for they disfigure 

their faces so as to show others that they are fasting. Truly I tell you, they have 

received their reward.” 

 

Fasting is not an occasion for showing off, it is something to be done quietly, if 

possible without anybody noticing.  And even when fasting is done in secret, if it has 

no effect on the way you live the rest of your life, it is equally unhelpful. There is 

something pretty sickening about a pious rich person who fasts without a second 
thought for the poor all around them. The book of Isaiah has something to say about 

that.  The prophet  castigates those  who  on the day of fasting  do as they please  and  
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Confirmed success 

 

Sue with Brenda Cottarel 

and Mark Farrell following 

their cathedral confirmation 

(see page.8) 

 

Hello to St Nat’s 

 

A party from Sue’s previous 

parish descended upon 

St Faith’s recently 

 

 
 

Eighty Not Out! 
 

Audrey Dawson was 

presented with flowers to 

mark her milestone 

birthday – and she and 

Chris presented us with 

wine to drink her health 

after the service 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Saturday 
Songsters 

 
A highlight of the 2014 

summer Saturday recitals 

was the Faure Requiem 

performed by the St Nicholas 

Singers, conducted by  

one-time St Faith’s organist 

Mike Foy. Some familiar 

faces may be spotted in  

the close-ups... 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Hunger and Thirst  
after 

Righteousness? 
 

Parishioners tucking in to the 

Pentecost Sunday lunch in the 

church hall... and a vote of 

thanks for the catering team 

afterwards 

 

Splashing Out! 
 

Sue attacks the church 

photographer with holy water. 

At least she looks happy... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Parish Maps 1900  and 2014 

 

Above: a compilation of early maps of the parish: no Victoria Park, acres of 

empty fields and only a few streets built. Below: aerial map of today’s crowded 

parish. Thanks to Richard Woodley for research and creative cartography 



exploit all their workers. If fasting means anything, it is not merely a spiritual 

discipline for forty days of the year, it must change the way we live and the way we 

interact with those around us. We go without in order to share what we have with 
those around us. If part of fasting is about a sense of solidarity with those who have 

nothing, this must result in sharing what we have and ceasing to exploit others. 

 

So given the dangers of fasting, should we not give it up altogether as the Protestants 

did? Many Christians take up something positive for Lent, such as reading the Bible, 

extra prayers, or charitable works. These are all very good things to do, and Lent is a 

very good time to do them, but I’m not sure we should stop fasting altogether.  For all 

the problems catalogued in the Bible, there is still a very clear place in scripture for 

fasting as a sign of repentance and as a way of getting closer to God. 

 

The title of this sermon series is ‘the fast I choose’ and over the next two weeks, I 
know my colleagues Gemma and Rebecca will preach on how they interpret the value 

of fasting. I wish to focus on one key aspect of the fast I would like to choose – self-

denial. At first glance this seems to fall into all the traps I have just mentioned: it is all 

about the self, and does no good to anybody else. Self-denial sounds unattractive, 

joyless and puritanical. So why practise it? In the first place because Our Lord himself 

practised self-denial, by not clinging to equality with God, but coming to live among 

us as our brother, and by making the ultimate sacrifice by dying for you and me upon 

the cross. Now these may seem like big, dramatic acts that we could never hope to 

imitate – partly because we’ll probably never face the choice of dying for somebody 

else. In comparison with such things, giving up cake, or gin and tonic or whatever it 

is, seems pretty paltry. However, if we never make small sacrifices for God, if we 

never learn to face and resist small and seemingly meaningless temptations, we’ll 
never get to the stage where we can make the right decisions in more difficult 

circumstances. Those moments when we say, no, I won’t eat this piece of cake, may 

be meaningless in themselves, but they are incredibly precious if we manage to do it 

for God. 

  

Christianity is nothing if it is not a life lived for other people, and living for other 

people undoubtedly requires self-denial as anybody who is happily married will no 

doubt be aware. Living day by day in community with other people, as I do at college, 

requires constant small sacrifices for the sake of the people around me, and lest I 

sound overly pious, I know that people have to make sacrifices to live with me. Again, 

if we don’t learn to deny ourselves in small ways, if we don’t get into the habit of 
thinking of others before ourselves, it becomes very difficult when we’re faced with a 

real test. A Lenten fast probably won’t immediately turn you into Mother Teresa, but 

it may be a small step along the journey to the life of self-giving we are called to. 

 

Of course ultimately, there is no distinction between the self-sacrifices we make for 

God, and the self-sacrifices we make for other people. Everything we do for the least 

of our brothers and sisters we do for Jesus.  
 

In the end  we can  learn  from  both  the  examples I started with,   the  fast-breaking  
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Protestant and the Catholic who quietly carries on fasting when everybody else has 

given up. Sometimes we do need to take a long, hard look at our religious practices 

and be brave enough to give them up when they become more about showing off than 
loving God and each other. But like the Catholics, we need to see the value in quiet 

acts of self-denial, especially when nobody else is aware of them, in the hope that 

when the time comes, we will be given the grace to deny ourselves, take up our Cross 

and follow Jesus.   

 

 

Registering the Past 
 
The delay in promulgating this episode in the story of St Faith’s, as seen from the 

entries in a succession of church services  registers, is due to the belated unearthing of 

the fifth register, eventually found submerged in a sea of fusty assorted  ecclesiastical 

documents.  Register No.5, opened on March 5th 1930, is a far more substantial tome, 

heavily embossed with the church name on the cover, including, or rather not 

including, the vital apostrophe. The first pages are crumpled and torn, and one has a 

corner neatly sliced off, so that can’t be the work of the church mice.  

 

Anyway, the first services see John Brierley (vicar), W.L.Mark Way and J.Howard 
Foy (curates) signing in before the initials set in. A curiosity is the presence 

throughout of a printed column headed ‘No. of coins’, alongside the conventional 

column headings of ‘No. of communicants’ and ‘No. Present’. This writer has 

pondered this wording over the years and finds it a mystery. It is immediately obvious 

that the numbers faithfully recorded under this heading cannot be actual numbers of 

coins but are attendance figures; yet the attendances column is also used, though never 

both at the same time. A theory that the ‘coins’ column is used for attendances at non-

eucharistic services more or less holds water, except on the significant number of 

occasions when this rule does not apply! And in any case why purchase a register with 

this column printed thus? What church would faithfully record coin of the realm but 

never expect paper money?  Readers of an equally obsessive mind are more than 

welcome to peruse the register pages and seek to unravel these puzzles. Or just read 
on... 

 

Meanwhile, back on the first page, we begin with Ash Wednesday, with no fewer than 

seven services between 7 am and 8 pm and 230 bottoms on seats overall. Sampling 

attendances at the Sunday morning Sung Eucharist at 10.45 and Evensongs at 6.30, 

the latter usually still pull in bigger crowds, but the gap is narrowing, and there are 

some weeks when the morning wins out. There are between 15 and 18 services in each 

week, and a scattering of visiting celebrants and preachers. (J.A.Lichfield, J.A.Jordan, 

Francis Underhill, D. Railton and R.W. Howard inter alia). There are still midweek 

services for women, usually attracting 200 or so of the fair sex. 
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Towards the end of  Lent, the Bishop of Warrington confirmed 42 from St Faith’s on a 

Wednesday evening. On Palm Sunday the total attending was some 740. Curiously, 

the following Maundy Thursday is simply called Thursday before Easter, with modest 
numbers only in church. Good Friday did much better, with 235 at the Three Hours 

Devotion. Easter day saw an impressive 1440 attending during the day, with half of 

them to witness Albert Liverpool (A.A.David) presiding at Festal Evensong and 

Baptism. 

 

Easter week is celebrated in red throughout, headed by Easter Monday, 21st April, the 

30th Anniversary of Consecration. There was an 11.15 Sung Eucharist, with some 

familiar signatures (Charles, C. Elcum still at it, albeit shakily), ex-curate Mr 

Musgrove, and Messrs Twitchett, Barratt and Thicknesse (splendid names for a firm 

of solicitors or undertakers?) Neither coins nor attendance were entered: just the one 

communicant, but there was a good collection. 
 

The week continued in style, culminating in no fewer than 840 total attendances on 

Low Sunday.  Thereafter the set pattern is re-established, with highlights such as the 

Ascension Day 9.15 am Merchant Taylors’ Girls’ service, presided over by S.J.Sykes. 

Whitsunday, still of course so termed, saw 217 communicants but 688 attending: the 

established social pattern of attendance at non-eucharistic services is still very 

noticeable, by contrast with today’s pattern. The ‘fringe’ if we can thus term it, has 

effectively disappeared as a regular feature today, as indeed has weekly evensong. 

 

And so the summer of 1930 rolls uneventfully on. July 13th is flagged up as ‘30th 

Anniversary of the Diocese of Liverpool’, while JB fails to sign in between July 30th 

and September 3rd. Numbers are somewhat lower now, although with strong 
attendances at the Sunday 3pm Children’s Service, and the Patronal Festival week is 

diligently observed. With the autumn numbers grow again (435 and 355 at two 

Sunday Evensongs). 

 

Oddly, the vicar finds it necessary to mark December 24th as ‘Eve of the Nativity of 

Our Lord, commonly called Christmas Day’: the crib is blessed at Festal Evensong at 

8pm, with 59 present, there are 268 at the midnight Sung Eucharist, and about 550 in 

all in church during the Day (and three days later, 661 on the First Sunday After 

Christmas). 

 

Something of a boom on Sunday, January 11th – 882 in all attended St Faith’s, but 
only 59 took communion. Sexagesima (February 8th) sees a Mirfield man amongst us:, 

as T. Hannay, C.R (Community of the Resurrection) preaches: he had appeared a year 

or two previously, labelled as N.C.R, and this writer made a feeble joke: perhaps the 

N is for Novitiate, he now wonders. Shortly after, without explanation, Robert L. 

Hudson, Rector of Wolverhampton, delivers addresses at 3, 5 and 6 on a Saturday: 

numbers addressed do not figure, but he takes three services the following day. 

 

Ash Wednesday,  with its now  traditional Commination Service,  ushers in Lent, with  
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‘Litany’ being recorded this year (1931) at 12 noon on Wednesday and Fridays 

throughout.  At Lent 5, ‘Canon Wells’ is written up as preacher, but does not sign in. 

As ever, there are lots of daily services throughout Lent and in Holy Week. Maundy 
Thursday is again merely called Thursday before Easter and only lightly attended, but 

the Rector of West Derby spoke to 235 at the Good Friday Three Hours, and total 

attendances on Easter Day for the 8 separate services was a formidable 1,229. 

 

Not long after 106 attended the 6.15 am Ascension Day service, with another 61 

having a lie-in until the 7.30 am version. – and there were over 800 in church on 

Whitsunday. Then on Wednesday June 24th, there was a ‘Festal Evensong and 

Dedication of Memorial’ (no, this writer doesn’t - yet – know which one). 

 

J.Howard Foy, Curate, seems to have signed in for the last time on 20th September, 

1930, leaving Messrs Brierley and Way to take all the many services for a full year. 
During that year, J.B. was at the helm alone for July, and W.L.M.W. likewise for five 

weeks in August and early September. Then, on September 20th, at 10.45 am, we 

come across ‘ORDINATION SERVICE’ – possibly the first such event at St Faith’s, 

and entered in sober black ink. The Bishop is A.G.Warrington, the attendance a 

meticulously accurate-seeming 905, and the candidate is not named! However, at 

Festal Evensong that same day, the modest signature of Herbert William Cockett is 

squeezed in. And so, on a day seeing over 1,500 in church, begins the ministry of a 

young curate whose life was to end tragically in the missionary fields of Africa. And 

on this thoughtful note, this episode ends, with a mere two yeas covered. Must try 

harder. 
 

Chris Price 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Daniel leaves the Lions’ Den  
 

Our Director of Music, Daniel Rathbone, is leaving us to take 

up the post of Director of Music at St Luke’s Farnworth – 

which is much nearer to his home. We will miss Daniel, but 

send him our love and prayers as he moves on to his new post. 

He writes below. 
 

My first contact with St Faith’s was to deputise for Sam Austin in May 2011. Later 

that year I succeeded Sam as Director of Music. Haven’t the last two and a half years 

flown? 

 

My constant aim has been to support and enhance worship at St Faith’s with music of 

a high standard and a balance of old and new. I have been pleased to compose several 

choral pieces for St Faith’s including “They that go down to the sea” to commemorate 

the foundering of the Titanic, “There is no rose” for the Advent Carol Service and “Tu 

es Petrus” for Evensong on 29 June 2014. (Daniel’s farewell service. Ed) 
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The organ has been a magnificent instrument to play. It has performed perfectly for 

services and recitals and has a wonderful tone well matched to the building. 

 
I am moving to the parish of St Luke in the historic village of Farnworth, Widnes. All 

local roads lead to the church on a hill top. It was founded around 1180 and was 

formerly the parish of St Wilfred’s on the Hill until rededicated in 1859. A Saxon 

cross stands near the church entrance. The church has many connections with the Bold 

family. These include the Bold Chapel and their funeral Hatchments. 
 

Like St Faith’s, there is a local connection with an Archbishop of Canterbury. Richard 

Bancroft came from Farnworth. He was Archbishop from 1604 to 1610 and led the 39 

Bishops who worked on the King James Bible. 
 

I’ll be sorry to leave St Faith’s. Thank you to the clergy, choir and parishioners who 

have helped me in my time here. I shall treasure your kind words and support. For my 

part I hope to continue developing my skills as an organist and director in my new 

parish. 

 

Daniel Rathbone 
 

 

Christian Aid Week:   
a Message from Head Office 
 

Thank you so much for everything you did during Christian Aid Week: you have 

given people a future without fear. We are again truly humbled by your efforts: 

your organising, collecting, abseiling, prayers, cake sales, worship, supermarket 

collections, flute recitals, concerts, ventriloquism and so much more. Words are 

inadequate to express our deepest gratitude for what you have done and the money 

you have raised. 

 

But most importantly, thanks to you, many more people in Colombia, Iraq, South 

Sudan and elsewhere will be able to lead a life free from fear. The Most Rev Justin 
Welby, the Archbishop of Canterbury, adds his thanks on the Christian Aid website at  

http://www.christianaid.org.uk/getinvolved/christianaidweek/index.aspx 

 

 

Geoff’s Goodbye 
 
Dear all at St Faith’s, 

 

 
 

 
 

I write to say a huge thank you for the card and gift vouchers presented to me on my 

retirement from St Faith’s and St Mary’s. 
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I am very much enjoying my new-found free time and am steadily working through 

the list of DIY jobs that grew so long over the past four years.  I’m also playing some 

golf and am delighted to say that the gift vouchers I received obtained me a new pair 
of golf shoes which are in full use! 

 

I’m also very busy in the run up to my daughter’s wedding on 25th May and still have 

my speech to finalise. Thanks goodness I don’t write sermons. 

 

I can say without reservation that I thoroughly enjoyed my time at St Faith’s. From the 

moment I walked into my interview some 10 minutes late (I like everyone else found 

the annexe at St Mary’s difficult to find on that first occasion!) I felt welcomed.  The 

welcome never diminished and on top of that everyone was also very friendly and 

supportive.  I truly enjoyed working with both Fr. Neil, Fr. Simon as well as the rest 

of the ministry team, wardens Maureen and Margaret, treasurer David, website and 
magazine editor Chris and all at St Faith’s.   

 

In my brief time working for Revd. Sue, I also rapidly got to know her and I’m sure 

we would have worked well together too. As I mentioned to her on my retirement, she 

has all I would look for in a vicar: she understands and knows a lot about golf and 

occasionally prays for Everton too! 

 

In my last month or so, it was wonderful to see St Faith’s with its sparkle, energy and 

busyness again.  Long may it continue. 

 

I am enjoying some long weekend breaks and also have my daughter’s wedding but I 

shall see you from time to time as and when I can get into church on the odd Sunday.  
 

God bless, 

  

Geoff Dunn 

 

 

A Reflection for the Feast of St Mary Magdalene 
 

Mary Magdalene was one of the most important people in the story of Jesus. All four 

Gospels agree that she was one of the principal witnesses of the crucifixion and 

resurrection of Jesus, and that she was sent to tell others the good news. St Luke tells 
that she was one of the women who supported Jesus financially during his ministry, 

and that Jesus had cast our seven devils from her. Apart from that, everything’s 

guesswork and conjecture about Mary Magdalene; but there is no doubt she was 

what’s called, usually in capital letters, “A Woman With A Past”. 

 

We may believe that she was literally possessed by seven devils. In which case, what 

wicked deed had she done to get into such a state? 
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We may believe that this was what would be called in modern terms a bout of mental 

illness. Even today, with all our knowledge of psychology that stigma of such an 

attack is very hard to live down. 
 

We may identify her with one of the other women in the Gospels, with a shady 

background, who anointed Jesus’ feet and burst into hysterical tears. 

 

We may accept the widespread tradition that Mary Magdalene was a prostitute. We 

may even believe that fantastic legend, pedalled by several best-selling books, that she 

was married to Jesus, for which there’s absolutely no evidence at all. 

 

Whatever our theory about Mary Magdalene, it’s quite clear that she carried with her a 

bad reputation, which must have been almost impossible to overcome.  

 
Many men would have run a mile from a woman with a past like that. But not Jesus. 

He handled her with courtesy, respect and affection. He didn’t push her away, as other 

people did, and that showed her that she was not all bad. He healed her, and that 

showed her that God still loved her. He allowed her to wait on him, and that gave her 

a role in life, which gave her back her self-respect. He chose her to be his principal 

witness, and that showed her that a shady past is no hindrance to a glorious future. 

 

People can change. We’re not condemned to go on repeating our mistakes and our 

sins, if we genuinely want to reform. Repentance can be followed by forgiveness, and 

forgiveness can be followed by a fresh start in life. When we’re loved, we make the 

discovery that we’re not totally unlovable. The love of Jesus turned Mary Magdalene 

from a sinner into a saint. The love of another human being can turn the most down- 
trodden mouse of a person into a radiantly confident, creative and compassionate 

colleague. I doubt it there’s anyone in this world who doesn’t have something in their 

past to be ashamed of: some spiteful word, some thoughtless action, some yielding to 

temptation. But the message of Mary Magdalene, and the message of the Christian 

gospel, is that you can put your past behind you. ”So if anyone is in Christ, there is a 

new creation: everything old has passed away; see, everything has become new!” 

 

Christianity could aptly be known as the religion of the second chance. Our churches 

are not a hothouse for saints but a seedbed for repentant sinners. The Christian Church 

ought to be famous as the place where those with a shady past are helped to make a 

new beginning.  If the Church doesn’t do that, for Christ’s sake, who will? The 
Church must welcome, and love, people with a shady past – like you and me, if the 

truth were known. Fred Astaire sang a song by Jerome Kern:  

 

Nothing’s impossible I have found, 

for when my chin is on the ground,  

I pick myself up,  

dust myself off, 

and start all over again. 
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It would be wonderful if the Church really was widely recognised as the place where 

everybody could put the past behind them, and have a second chance in life. At its 

best the church is just that. And that’s the good news that Mary Magdalene was sent to 
proclaim. You and I could be spreading the same gospel, buy our words and by our 

actions, by our compassionate, tolerant attitude and our affirming, encouraging love. 

We need to get on with it! 

 

Fr Dennis 

  
Thank You! 
 

Your expressions of love and support by words, deeds, flowers, cards and  

especially so many of you making  Fred's funeral such a meaningful occasion have left 
me, literally, lost for words to fully express my appreciation and gratitude. The glory 

and the majesty of the Lord portrayed in St. Faith's very special way.  Fred would 

have so enjoyed the singing, the organ playing and greatly amused by Father Dennis's 

apt summation of his life.  His depiction of Fred was 'spot on'. 

  

Attending any activity at our church always was a joy to us both, thanks to the 

wonderful feeling of love, communion and generosity received from you all  from  the 

moment we first crossed the threshold. As the future unfolds, my greatest desire is to 

repay your love by even greater commitment to St. Faith’s. 

  

Thank you all very much. 
  

Liz Mackert 
 

Dates for the Diary 
 

JUNE 
Saturday June 28th at 12noon: concert: The Cantilena Singers 

Sunday June 29th: Strawberry Tea at Rick and Rosie Walker's, 17 Mayfair Avenue 

Sunday, June 29th at 6.30pm: BCP evensong for Petertide with the choir of Walton St 

Mary Parish Church 

JULY 
Tuesday July 1st at 7.00 pm: Windows into Heaven talk (St Francis) 
Wednesday July 2nd at 7.30 pm: Services Support Group meeting 

Saturday July 5th at 12 noon: concert: Liverpool Festival Choir 

Tuesday July 8th at 7.00pm: Windows into Heaven final talk (St Hilda) 

Saturday July 12th at 12 noon: concert: Claire Hyams and Keith Cawdron 

Saturday July 19th at 12 noon: concert: Crosby Gilbert and Sullivan Society 

Saturday July 26th at 12 noon: concert:  Melanie Harvey (violin) 
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TThhee  PPaarriisshh    
DDiirreeccttoorryy            

aanndd  CChhuurrcchh    
OOrrggaanniissaattiioonnss    
 
 
VICAR  

The Revd Dr Susan J. Lucas, The Vicarage, Milton Road, Waterloo, L22 3XA 

Tel 0151 928 3342; 07976 901389. Email revsue85@icloud.com 

PARISH OFFICE 

32 Brooklands Avenue, L22 3XZ .  0151 928 9913 

Parish Administrator: Wendy Trussell; email: sfsmparishoffice@btinternet.com 

ASSISTANT PRIESTS 
Fr. Dennis Smith, 16 Fir Road, Waterloo. L22 4QL. 928 5065 

Revd Denise McDougall, 27 Mayfair Avenue, Crosby L23 2TL. 924 8870 

READERS 

Mrs Jacqueline Parry, 21 Grosvenor Avenue, Crosby. L23 0SB. 928 0726 
Miss Paula O’Shaughnessy, 30 Curzon Rd, L22 0NL. 286 2764 / 075823 19440 

Dr Fred Nye, 23 Bonnington Ave, Crosby L23 7YJ   Tel 924 2813 

CHURCHWARDENS 
Ms Brenda Cottarel, 6 Lawton Road, Waterloo. L22 9QL. 928 4275 

Mr Rick Walker, 17, Mayfair Avenue, Crosby. L23 2TL. 924 6267  

ASSISTANT CHURCH WARDENS 

Mr Bill Dagnall, 6 Lawton Road, Waterloo. L22 9QL. 928 4275 

Mrs Christine Spence, 52 Molyneux Road, Waterloo. L22 4QZ. 284 9325 

TREASURER 

Mr David Jones, 65 Dunbar Road, Birkdale, Southport PR8 4RJ. 01704 567782 

PCC SECRETARY 

Mrs Lillie Wilmot, Flat 7, 3 Bramhall Rd, Waterloo L23 3XA.  920 5563 

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC 

Situation vacant 

GIFT AID SECRETARY 

Mr Rick Walker, 17 Mayfair Avenue, Crosby. L23 3TL. 924 6267 

TUESDAY OFFICE HOUR: 6.30 – 7.30 pm (wedding and banns bookings)  

Mrs Lynda Dixon, 928 7330 

SACRISTAN 

Mrs Judith Moizer, 1 Valley Close, Crosby. L23 9TL. 931 5587 

ASSISTANT SACRISTAN 

Mr Leo Appleton, 23 Newborough Avenue, Crosby. L23 3TU. 07969 513087 
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SENIOR SERVER 

Ms Emily Skinner, 1 Valley Close, Crosby. L23 9TL. 931 5587  

CHILDREN’S CHURCH  
Sunday 11.00 am in the Church Hall. Angie Price: 924 1938 

VULNERABLE ADULTS OFFICER 

Mr Gareth Griffiths, 6 Lawton Road, Waterloo. L22 9QL. 928 4275 

CHILD PROTECTION OFFICER 

Mrs Linda Nye, 23 Bonnington Avenue, Crosby. L23 7YJ. 924 2813  

BAPTISM BOOKINGS 

Mrs Jackie Parry 928 0726 

Mrs Brenda Cottarel 928 4275  

BEAVER SCOUTS 

Thursday 5.00 – 6.15 pm Mike Carr 293 3416    

CUB SCOUTS 
Thursday 6.30 – 8.00 pm. Mike Carr 293 3416 

SCOUTS 

Thursday 8.00 - 9.30 pm. Mike Carr 293 3416 

RAINBOWS 

Monday 4.45 - 5.45 pm. Geraldine Forshaw 928 5204 

BROWNIE GUIDES 

Monday 6.00 - 7.30 pm. Mary McFadyen 284 0104 

CHOIR PRACTICE  

Friday 7.15 pm - 8.30 pm.   

MAGAZINE EDITOR and WEBSITE MANAGER  

Chris Price, 17 Queens Road, Crosby. L23 5TP. 924 1938 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

   

The August 2014 ‘Newslink’ will be distributed on or before Sunday, July 

20th. Copy by Sunday, July 6th, please – but all contributions are welcome 

at any time.  

 

Church website: www.stfaithsgreatcrosby.org.uk  

Online edition: www.stfaithsgreatcrosby.org.uk/magazine.pdf 

email: cdavidprice@gmail.com 
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